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The classification and taxa delimitation in the fungi are often subjective, being based on morphological differences and therefore other studies (e.g. phylogenetics) are needed to clarify unresolved taxa. The ranking of fungal species especially at the higher levels needs sets of evidence for their delimitation. Morphology and molecular data have been used for fungal identification and classification for many years. However, there are many problematic groups that need further collections and evidence and new techniques for their clarification. Many species also need to be restudied since they have been introduced repeatedly from different parts of the world. Thus, giving wrong name can cause many problems in identification and classification.
The molecular dating technique is a key tool for interpreting the history of life of any organisms and it presently has become a common tool for many biologists in research areas. The technique has developed considerably over the last 35 years, and now with these developments the molecular dating technique is becoming more statistical accurate and can provide an extensive heterogeneity of evolutionary rates. Molecular clock analysis can use information from anatomy/ embryology, biogeography, fossils and biological molecules. Fungal evolutionary study has used fossil evidence and molecular data to estimate the evolutionary events. Many thousands of papers have used molecular dating for estimating species divergences times. The evolutionary events can explain the rate of mutation of the interested organisms and present their history of life. The major factor that can cause mutation in each evolutionary can be estimated. Presently, researchers have increasingly used larger datasets that can estimate a much greater diversity of species.
This special issue of Mycosphere comprises eight papers that represent naming species, ranking and evolution of fungi. The first paper by Dayarathne et al. discussed the taxonomic utility of using old names in current fungal classification and nomenclature. This paper provides potential solutions to facilitate future naming and classification of fungi 
